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Abstract—Foreground/background segmentation via change detection in video sequences is often
used as a stepping stone in high-level analytics and applications. There are many methods are
developed for this problem. In this paper propose a novel approach for detecting the change or
moving vehicles as well as the suddenly stopping vehicles. These are used in more traffic
surveillance applications. This approach uses spatiotemporal binary features as well as color
information to detect changes. we use pixel-level feedback loops to dynamically adjust our method‟s
internal parameters without user intervention. This paper is generally focused on the detection of
moving object and static object. Moving object detection is the finding of foreground objects and
static object detection is the background objects. This also helps the authority to detect parking
vehicles in no parking area . The use of change detection algorithms to identify regions of interest in
video sequences has long been a stepping stone in high level surveillance applications.
Keywords—Foreground, Background model, Video surveillance, Local Binary Similarity Pattern
I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years extensive investigations and analyses have been done in the domain of moving
object detection. Detection of moving objects in video processing plays a very important role in
many vision applications. The vision systems that include image processing methods are widely
implemented in many areas as traffic control [5]-[7], video surveillance of unattended outdoor
environments [3], video surveillance of objects [1], etc. The change detection algorithms
implemented in these video systems provide low-level information that can be used by higher level
algorithms to determine the information desired (the trajectory of an object, the control of traffic
flow, etc). Methods for moving object detection must be accurate and robust so that complex video
systems can operate successfully. The use of change of change detection algorithm is used in many
surveillance applications. Foreground and background separation is the stepping stone in many
surveillance applications. Object detection is a computer technology related to computer
vision and image processing that deals with detecting instances of semantic objects of a certain class
(such as humans, buildings, or cars) in digital images and videos. Well-researched domains of object
detection include face detection . Object detection has applications in many areas of computer vision,
including image retrieval and video surveillance.
Motion detection is the process of detecting a change in the position of an object relative to its
surroundings or a change in the surroundings relative to an object. Motion detection can be achieved
by either mechanical or electronic methods. When motion detection is accomplished by natural
organisms, it is called motion perception. Motion detection devices, such as PIR motion detectors,
have a sensor that detects a disturbance in the infrared spectrum. Once detected, a signal can activate
an alarm or a camera that can capture an image or video of the motion.
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The chief applications for such detection are detection of unauthorized entry, detection of
cessation of occupancy of an area to extinguish lighting, and detection of a moving object which
triggers a camera to record subsequent events.
A novel moving object detection method based on improved VIBE and graph cut method [1]
from monocular video sequences. Firstly, perform moving object detection for the current frame
based on improved VIBE method to extract the background and foreground information; then obtain
the clusters of foreground and background respectively using mean shift clustering on the
background and foreground information; Third, initialize the S/T Network with corresponding image
pixels as nodes (except S/T node); calculate the data and smoothness term of graph; finally, use max
flow/minimum cut to segmentation S/T network to extract the motion objects. Moving objects
detection for a static camera has been extensively studied for many years.
Moving objects detection plays a very important role in many vision applications with the
pur-pose of subtracting interesting target area and locating the moving objects from image
sequences. It is widely used in vision systems such as traffic control, video surveillance of
unattended outdoor environments, video surveillance of objects, activity recognition, object tracking
and behavior understanding. Accurate moving object detection is essential for the robustness of
intelligent video-surveillance systems. Background subtraction and temporal differencing are two
popular approaches to segment moving objects in an image sequence under a stationary camera. The
background update is based on a learning parameter. In many image processing and computer vision
scenarios, an important preprocessing step is to segment moving foreground objects from a mostly
static background. Major application scenarios are in the field of mobile devices, video games and
visual surveillance, e.g. for detection of unattended luggage, person counting, face recognition and
gait recognition.
Unlike standard image-averaging approach, this method automatically updates the mixture
component for each video frame class according to likelihood of membership; hence slowmoving
objects and poor image quality of videos are also being handled perfectly.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Most of the moving object detection algorithm is based on pixel level modeling. Most of the
comparisons are use still only pixel by pixel. The most simple and easiest method of moving object
detection is separating the background. For this creating a background model. Measuring the
distance from the current frame with the background model. A BMA based approach is used in
which it uses the cross correlation normalized as the similarity measure. A median filter which has a
recursive technique to create background. The fixed value of threshold is not longer used in most of
the weather conditions such as heavy rain, snowfall etc. To address the difficulties in snow and rainy
conditions adapt a cross correlation between long-term and short-term histograms using a sequences
of frames. Computationally an efficient method is proposed is the temperal difference obtained
between the three consecutive frames. In this approach removing the unwanted motion objects like
waving leaves is based on the assumption that the unwanted motion objects are small as compared
with the wanted moving vehicles. Kernel Density Estimation(KDE) is the another proposed method
which is a non parametric these rely directly on local intensity observations at each pixel to estimate
background probability density function. Non parametric methods has a data driven feature which
enables a high speed parallel implementations. Using Flux Tensor with Split Gaussian
Models(FTSG)[32] can handle shadow, illumination changes, ghosts, stopped or removed objects,
some dynamic background and camera jitter while still maintaining a fast boot-strapping. Coupled
Object Detecion(COD) for multi-object tracking which considers object detection and space time
trajectory estimation as a coupled optimization problem. This approach is formulated in a Minimum
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Description Length hypothesis selection framework, which allows our system to recover from
mismatches and temporarily lost tracks.
A cross correlation based shadow detection [24] is also used for minimizing ghosts. It is also
proposed a stopped vehicle detection system based on the pixel history cache. This methodology has
proved to be quite robust in terms of different weather conditions, lighting and image quality. The
background update is based on a learning parameter [2]. In many image processing and computer
vision scenarios, an important preprocessing step is to segment moving foreground objects from a
mostly static background. Major application scenarios are in the field of mobile devices, video games
and visual surveillance, e.g. for detection of unattended luggage, person counting, face recognition
and gait recognition. The general idea of background segmentation is to automatically generate a
binary mask which divides the set of pixels into the set of foreground and the set of background
pixels. In the simplest case, a static background frame can be compared to the current frame. Pixels
with high deviation are determined as foreground. In code book it has a predefined dictionary in
which it stores the features of a frame like RGB values, frame rate etc. The comparison was done
with the current frame and the dictionary features.
III.

PROPOSED WORK

The proposed approach is based on the adaptation and integration of Local Binary Similarity
Pattern (LBSP) features in a nonparametric background model that is then automatically tuned using
pixel-level feedback loops. The proposed method works based on the individual pixels are
characterized based on LBSP features. In order to assign LBSP value consider the image as 5 ×5
grid. They can be considered a Counterpart to Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and Local Ternary Pattern
(LTP) features: instead of assigning binary codes based on whether a given adjoining intensity is
lesser or greater than the central reference, they assign them based on similarity (via absolute
difference thresholding).

(a)Background

(b)Inter LBSP
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(c)Foreground

More specifically, the following equation is used to compute an LBSP binary string centered at a
given location n:
∑
Where,
d(

)=1 if |

|≤T

Where in is the „reference of centre‟.ip is the intensity of pth neighbor of n on the predefined pattern.
T is the internal similarity threshold. Another method is also available pixel level comparison. LBSP
focuses on features rather than a single pixel. LBSP features can also be made sensitive to
spatiotemporal variations by picking a central reference intensity ( ) from a previous frame. Moving
object detection process of classifying the pixels in video frames into the two classes, foreground
pixels are considered as pixels of moving object and background pixels areµ considered as pixels of
stationary background object. In another words, moving object detection handles segmentation of
from stationary background object.

Fig 1 Examples of gradient map with T 0.3 and the detection of moving vehicles

Object detection [11] can be achieved by creating background model and then finding deviations
from the model for each and every frame in video. Background subtraction is widely used because of
its time complexity less for detecting the foreground object. Background subtraction is particularly a
for motion segmentation in static scenes [11].For background separation gathering pixel features. If
N set of background frames
BG(n) = {BG1(n),BG2(n) ,……BGN(n)}
These samples, as described in the previous section, are matched against their respective observation
on the input frame at time t, noted It (x), to classify the pixel at coordinate x as foreground (1) or
background (0).
Sp(n)=1 if#{dist((Ip(n),BGn(n))<Tr, n)<#R
0 otherwise
Where st is the map of output segmentation. Tr is the maximum distance threshold. dist((Ip(n),BGn(n)
is the distance between the background model that we set and the current frame.If the value of tr is
small then it can successfully classify the pixels so the comparison has to be accurate otherwise if it
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large it is difficult to detect foreground objects from the input that are similar to the background.#R
is the constant.In this paper it is #R=2.
Averaging the pixel features using moving average denoted as
Dv (n)=Dv(n).(1-µ)+dx(n).µ
Where µ is the learning rate and d x(n) is the minimal normalized distance between the background
and the current frame.Dvis bound between the interval[0,1].If it s static area D v 0 motion regions
have Dv
1.Static Object detection is made using moving average algorithm.By the usage of
moving average algorithm get all the objects from the input video.

Fig 2 Background model creation

(a)

(b)

Fig 3 Static object detection.(a)Moving vehicles that observed using the algorithm.(b)Foreground objects from the
input video

Algorithm for the Moving Average
Divide R into candidate blocks of size A A//R is the reference frame
Divide C into overlapping search windows of size 2A 2A//C is the current frame
For m:=0 to Nx-1 do//All search windows on frame width
For n:=0 to Ny-1do//All search windows on frame height
Compute SabD.Save location as ZM(Zero motion)
If SabD > T Then //Is motion due to moving vehicle?
//Begin search within search window
For all blocks within a search window do
Compute the SabD value;
If SabD < T then
Continue;
Else
Compare SabDminand SabD and update ZM
Endif
End for all
Else
Save ZM as Zero-Motion;//Do not search
Endif
End for n
End for m
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Create a background model by storing each consecutive frame that have no changes. One
comparison was made with the background model and the input.By the subtraction of background
from the input get all foreground objects. These foreground objects are again compared with the
moving object that we observed former. By the subtraction of moving objects from the foreground
get the static object.
IV.
RESULTS
To properly evaluate the proposed method, we need some frames in surveillance video. It is
very difficult to compare the change detection algorithms.
The static and moving objects were identified using the proposed work. The result obtained is
more clear, accurate. Hence the proposed approach is highly efficient.
Moving objects detection playsa very important role in many vision applications with the purpose of
subtracting interesting target area and locating the moving objects from image sequences. It is widely
used in vision systems such as traffic control, video surveillance of unattended outdoor
environments, video surveillance of objects, activity recognition, object tracking and behavior
understanding. Accurate moving object detection is essential for the robustness of intelligent videosurveillance systems. In many image processing and computer vision scenarios, an important
preprocessing step is to segment moving foreground objects from a mostly static background. Major
application scenarios are in the field of mobile devices, video games and visual surveillance, e.g. for
detection of unattended luggage, person counting, face recognition and gait recognition.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Fig 4. (a) Input video. (b) Spdenotes moving particle more than the background. (c) Denotes Dy. (d) Moving vehicle
detection using LBSP features. (e) Moving vehicle detection using moving average concept. (f) Static object detection

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel highly accurate and efficient algorithm for foreground and background
separation. It is an efficient algorithm for detecting moving object as well as static object in video
surveillance applications. This approach uses a predefined dictionary as same in the codebook but
the difference is that it stores only LBSP value rather than all features of a frame. This algorithm is
applicable in video surveillance system and many object-based video applications such as object
based video coding, content-based video retrieval, intelligent video surveillance and video-based
human–computer interaction.
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